NetSource Technology is a global procurement organization and is one of the largest independent stocking distributors of electronic components. We provide comprehensive supply chain solutions to OEMs and contract manufacturers worldwide.

- Our specialty is locating hard-to-find, obsolete, end-of-life (EOL) and highly allocated components with long lead times
- We leverage our extensive range of trusted suppliers to stock obsolete and current components
- Our vast onsite inventory houses only brand-new products from many in-demand manufacturers
- Comprehensive counterfeit prevention; zero tolerance policy
- Custom Excess Inventory Management solutions

Ensuring the procurement of the right products and solutions can be a daunting task and can result in downtime, lost productivity and variation in product quality, among other challenges.

From Procurement to Support

Working with NetSource our customers achieve positive business outcomes including: effective response and remediation of emergency situations, alleviation of long-lead times and product shortages, and an ongoing commitment to provide personalized attention - regardless of your situation.
Managing excess inventory can be difficult for any size organization. That is why our programs are custom to your business needs and fully confidential.

You own it, we move it. NetSource boasts over two decades of experience managing inventories that provide our customers cost-saving and revenue generating solutions.

We leverage our deep industry expertise, internal systems and market demands to ensure our customers yield the highest returns with the highest level of integrity.

- Ship inventory to our ISO 9001:2015 certified facility
- We’ll receive, inspect + digitally photograph the items
- Products will be marketed globally 24/7
- You maintain ownership. Need your inventory back? We’ll ship it at no cost
- Leverage real time reporting

Boost your operational efficiency and recover as much capital as possible.

- Custom solutions
- Global network marketing
- 100% secured + insured
Quality Assurance is built into every step of the NetSource process. We employ quality control mechanisms that exceed industry standards to ensure that products are delivered to exact specification.

We are fully committed to continuous process improvement to deliver thoroughly inspected products and services that meet our customers’ high standards.

Our commitment to quality assurance is validated through our ISO 9001:2015 certification, ITAR registration and industry leading counterfeit prevention programs.

COUNTERFEIT PREVENTION

With over two decades of hands-on experience identifying and eliminating risks and counterfeit threats, we are accomplished in taking all necessary proactive measures to ensure our customers receive only authorized and genuine components.

- We only ship products that pass our rigorous internal Level 1 inspection program and are determined to be authentic. Third-party, level 2 inspections may be conducted for an extended layer of end-to-end authentication.

NetSource adopts a zero tolerance anti-counterfeit policy. We make no exception to this policy.
Manufacturers Line Card

- 3COM
- Advanced Micro Devices
- Agilent
- Alps
- Altera
- AMP
- Amphenol
- Analog Devices
- Atmel
- AVX
- Bourns
- C&K Components
- Cirrus Logic
- Cisco Systems
- Citizen
- Coilcraft
- Compaq
- CTS
- Cyntec
- Cypress
- Dallas Semi
- Dell Computer
- Dialight
- Diodes, Inc.
- EPCOS
- Epson
- Exar
- Fairchild
- Foxconn
- Fujitsu
- Hewlett Packard
- Hirose
- Hitachi
- Huber+Suhner
- Hynix
- IBM Infineon
- Intel
- International Rectifier
- Intersil
- ITT
- Cannon
- IXYS
- JAE
- Kemet
- Kingbright
- Kingston
- Knowles
- KOA Speer Electronics
- Lattice
- Linear Technology
- Lite-on
- Littelfuse
- Lucent
- Mallory
- Marvel
- Maxim
- Maxtor
- Microchip
- Micron
- Microsemi
- Microsoft
- Mini-Circuits
- Mitsubishi
- Molex
- Motorola
- Murata
- National Instruments
- National Semiconductor
- NEC
- NIC
- Nichicon
- Ningbo Sunny Opotech
- NXP
- Oki
- On Semi
- Panasonic
- Pasternack
- Pericom
- Philips
- Positronic
- Qorvo
- Renesas
- Robinson-Nuget
- Rohm
- Rosenberger
- Samsung
- Samtec
- Sandisk
- Seagate
- SGS Thompson
- Sharp
- Siemens
- Silicon Labs
- Skyworks
- Sony
- Spansion
- Sun Microsystems
- TDK
- TE Connectivity
- TEAC
- Texas Instruments
- Toshiba
- Tyco
- Unitrode
- Vishay
- Western Digital
- Xicor
- Xilinx

sales@nstechnology.com
(800) 598-6381
www.nstechnology.com
Commitment to Our Customers

We start from the inside

A commitment to excellence and dedication to customer satisfaction is the hallmark of NetSource Technology. It is our goal to sustain a corporate culture based on integrity – one that is focused on treating our customers ethically and making their priorities, our priorities.

We start from the inside. The quality of our people, combined with the skills and dedication they bring to their work, defines our ongoing commitment to our customers.

HARNESS THE POWER OF GLOBAL ACCESS

By strategically establishing sales offices worldwide we are always nearby to assist our customers.

Global locations include:

- Shenzhen, China
- Surrey, England
- Pune, India (coming soon)

Corporate headquarters

951 Calle Negocio
San Clemente, CA 92673

Toll Free: (800) 598-6381
Phone: (949) 713-0800
Fax: (949) 713-0600
Email: sales@nstechnology.com
Web: www.nstechnology.com